
Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Patience is usually not a good strategy. We 
should take action now rather than later.

Life is full of dilemmas where individuals have to make decisions whether they should be patient or an 
instant act is required. While some believe that we should show reactions immediately, I disagree, 
because by taking some time, the risk for making wrong decisions is reduced, emotions can be managed 
and by doing so people can set a great example.

First of all, chances for making problematic decisions are higher as individuals hurry into a decision-
making process. For example, in a competitive market, a rush for making higher profit through selling 
more products without considering the market’s need may backfire. If a company is boosting its profit 
by selling its new product, other companies should not start to make the same goods and put it on the 
market immediately. They should carefully examine whether there is a gap in the market that needs to 
be filled with the same product or not. Besides, by not rushing into anything, policy makers in the 
company seize the opportunity to analyze all the aspects of their decisions. As a result, the more 
individuals take their time in chaotic situations, the safer decisions will be made.

Moreover, emotions are an inseparable part of every humans’ action, whether it they relates to their 
personal lives or it involves a group of people. Imagine a couple, whose marital conflict has led them on 
the verge of getting a divorce. If they are getting into an argument, one great technique which can be 
really helpful is to work on their anger management. By honing such skills, the next time when they 
sense that there may be a discussion, they probably do not act impulsively. Instead, by controlling their 
anger through taking a deep breath or leaving the chaotic situation, no one’s feeling is hurt that much. 
As a consequence, not only can individuals regulate their emotions in various situations by being patient 
at the first place, but also they may boost their communicative skills through the time.

Finally, what can make individuals a great role model for others and especially for children, is through 
learning teaching them how being patient could bring about useful benefits. One of the best examples is 
about driving. Almost all the people have experienced getting mad at others’ driving. Imagine while a 
parent is driving with his and their child are driving on the road, suddenly another car gets in their way, 
making them to stop the car instantly. When parents try to keep calm and continue their way, the child 
will learn how bvenficial behaving peacefully can be beneficial for all. Therefore, by setting a great 
example in being patient, we will have a civilized society.

To sum up, I think that being patient is better than acting instantly. I suggest that such skills should be 
considered in school curriculums, because in the long run by having the ability to be patient, better 
decisions are made, communicative skills will improve and there will be a healthy healthier society.




